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 Why is widening the data collection schedule relevant?

 Policy and Private sector motivations

● Policy – Farm to Fork etc

● Private sector – marketing of products with  better environmental and social 
credentials

 Make better use of the data that is imbedded in invoices

 Automate the collection of that data

 Use that data for cross checking the accuracy to the available data across economic and 
environmental attributes

Context
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Data Collection Constraints

Can we collect 
good data 
quickly at low 
cost?

Is satisfying all 3 
objectives an 
impossibility?



Some examples of why sustainability data is important

1. Environmental challenges, climate change, biodiversity 
● need for sustainable agricultural practices

● minimise negative impacts on the environment

2. Retailer and consumer demands 
● for sustainable and ethically produced food 

3. EU and nat. govs implementing regulations and standards 
● to promote agricultural sustainability

4. Long-term viability of agriculture is crucial 
● need to make the best decisions

● for food security and economic stability



Emerging Environmental Concerns (Farm2Fork)

• Farm2Fork is an EU policy document
• GHG and Ammonia Emissions, Biodiversity, Water Quality

• All need to be addressed
• Pesticides

• Reduce by 50% the overall use 
• Nutrient Losses

• Reduce nutrient losses by at least 50% 
• Maintain soil fertility
• Reduce use of fertilisers by at least 20% 

• Antimicrobials
• Reduce sales of antimicrobials in farming by 50%

• Organic Farming
• target of 25% of the EU’s agricultural land in organic farming



Sustainability demands also in supply chain

 Commercial pressure for sustainability also
 “While price is a hot topic, sustainability remains 

crucial”
● Consumers
● Retailers

 Pressure due to rising costs
 Pressure also from environmental NGOs

● Focus on adverse climate impact in 
particular

 Data is required to show what is really 
happening



Rationale for additional data collection
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1. Farmers engage with commercial and governmental entities 
requiring justification of their farming practices through 
sustainability metrics

2. Monitoring farm operations necessitates efficient farm data 
management.

3. Compliance with sustainability criteria yields benefits like 

• increased prices, government support, or reduced risk 

4. The growing need for farm data presents an administrative 
challenge for farmers.



Management of Farm Data 

• Two important components in management of farm data:

1. Farm Accounting
• financial transactions data used to calculate financial statements
• used for income taxes and financial management purposes
• focus on monetary flows (money amounts) and assets

2. Farm Management Information System (MIS)
• field records / animal records
• record input and output use per field 
• guide farm management decisions
• focuses on volumes and product flows within the farm 

• Farm MIS can be made auditable by linkage to Farm Accounts
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Objective of efficient farm data management

• Let’s make use of efficient farm data management to support:
1. sustainability monitoring (largely for policy makers) 
2. compliance auditing (largely for business purposes)

• Contribution to MEF4CAP project

1. enhanced monitoring and evaluation of farm and other data
• support the evaluation and development of new and common EU legislation

2. combining data from existing sources (such as FADN) with alternative sources

• Fits with the objectives of FSDN
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Invoices are key

• Compliance auditing data needs requires indicators that address:
• pesticide use, 
• mass balances (especially in organic farming), 
• material balances of N and P, 
• energy use (and production) etc.

• Invoices provide a large amount of those data needs 
• Contain financial and volume data need for 

1. Farm Accounts and 
2. Farm MIS

• Input and output based invoices are created by farmers’ trade partners
• Invoices can be supplied in digital format -standards like UBL, XML, UNCEFACT etc. 
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Invoice Feed Data entry

Amounts 
in €

Invoice lines:
5 product items

+ 4 types of 
discounts

Kg

Software allocates 
discounts to product 
items. Entry incl. VAT 
generates excl. VAT 

and vice versa

Allocation to 
cows based 
on type feed

and N,P,K 
content are 

known

Product names 
of supplier 

linked to FADN 
account code
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Invoice Milk (via XML)

Milk delivery 
and price 

components 
(fat, protein, 
lactose, basic 
price) + levy

Amounts 
in €

Transaction viewer

Amounts 
in €

Data on type milk (cow),kg milk, fat, 
protein, etc are copied from XML 

message.
If data entry is manual, the software 
triggers these fields based on entry of 

item “milk” in field above.



In summary: the data flow
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Data entry 
and coding

Data store 
coded 

invoices

Data store 
bank data

Classification 
management

Classification 
rules

coding

coding

Mat-
ching

Data store 
coded and 
auditable 

transactions

Reports

Digital 
Invoices

Digital 
Bank data

Invoices



Role of financial data in auditing

• Farm Financial Accounts are auditable if based on bank data

• Auditing possible using financial bank data if all invoices are recorded 
• i.e. no inputs (or outputs) have been overlooked or ‘forgotten’.

• An inputs invoice could is deliberately omitted (if a cash based transaction)
• To reduce the apparent level of input use (e.g. fertiliser) to meet sustainability target

• But that cost would then not be taken into account in the farmer’s financial records
• not deductible as a cost in VAT and income tax calculations 

• Farm MIS (and sensor data on use of inputs) can be made auditable in the same way by 
linkage via invoices to Farm Financial Accounts.
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 Invoices need to be digitalised (XML)
● needed for farm level sustainability data

 Centralisation of such data in an industry data base is a short-term solution
● but not well integrated in day-to-day farm management and 
● audit-trail is difficult

 Provide farmers with digital copy of invoices 
● reduces current administrative burdens with farmers, their advisors and 

accountants and 
● Makes it easier for FADN-sample data collection.

 Digital banking, Farm Accounting  (VAT etc.) and FMIS (and sustainability apps) 
● can be integrated in an easy-to-use digital dashboard with coherent data 

relationships.

How could such as system be developed?
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Farmer side
 Could depend on the level of professionalization of the farmer
 Commercial farmers are now doing all of their business electronically

● Using sophisticated data management tools 
 Smaller and older farmers still working with cash transactions

● Use cash transactions as cash flow management tool
 Initial applicability might work better in some parts of agriculture than others 

Food processor or input supplier side
 Not currently routinely supplying farmers with digital invoices

● Paper invoicing still common
 Transition to digital invoicing (alongside paper invoicing) is required

How well could a systems like this work across the EU?
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 Opportunity: Invoices contain valuable data for generating Sustainability KPIs
 Action: The automation of invoice handling through robotics
 Benefits: 
1. Invoice digitalization minimize administrative hassles, reducing workload for farmers.
2. Integration of digital invoices is beneficial for Farm Management Information Systems, 

aiding in reconciling discrepancies between financial and management reports.
3. Connecting financial transactions with invoices further diminishes administrative load 

and enhances data auditability, supporting farm certification processes.
4. Detailed invoice transactions, when integrated with VAT accounting, enable the 

computation of comprehensive financial and environmental reports, including mass 
balances for monitoring material flows.

Conclusions
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Discussion
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